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Consider the following universal relation R:{A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J}, a set of functional dependencies

F={{B,C}+{D}, {C,  E}- } {F,G},  {B,E}- ) {H, I } ,  {B}- r {J} ,  { I } - ' } {A}}  and a set  o f  mul t iva lued

dependencies G:{ {J}->>{H}, U}->>{A} } on the attr ibutes of R'

a) Use the appropriate algorithm to decompose the relation R into 3NF with Dependency Preservation

and Lossless join ProPertY'

b) Use the appropriate algorithm to decompose

join proPertY

c) consider the following decomposition for the relation R' D:{Rl'R2'R3'R4'R5}; Rl:{B'C'D'E}'

R2:{E,F}, R3={C,G}, R4:{G,H,I}, R5:{E,J,A}. Test whether the decomposition satisfies the

lossless join property and the dependency preservation property'

A ,ARTS file with part_no as hash key includes records with the following Part-no values:

6,7,12,20,10, 1 l, I 8,4,2.

:"6;

the relation R into 4NF relations with non-additive

a) Suppose that the file uses three buckets'

two records' Load these records into the

hash function h(K): K mod 3'

b) Suppose that tlre field values are inserted' 
show what the final tree will look like'

numbered 0 to 2. Each bucket is one disk block and holds

file in the given order, using the linear hashing with the

in the given order in a B"-tree of order p : 3 and Prcor: 2',

inserted in the given order in a B-tree of order p : 3I show what the
c) Suppose that the field values are

final tree will look like.
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uestionliLl-l-Peints lstart transaction, T1

Iread i tem,Tl ,A]

lread item, Tl,D]
I  wr i te  i tem. '  I '  l ,D,  20,  25 |

[commit,Tl] _
Icheckpointl
lstatt tt 'ansactiott, ' l '2 I
[r'eod Itcn, T?,8]
lwri tei tem,'12,ts,  12,1 8l
lstart transaction, T4 I
lread item, T4,D]
write_item, T4,D, 25, 1 5
start transaction, T3l

lwrite item, T3,C, 30,401
[read item, T4,A]
lwrite item, T4,A, 30, 201
lcommit,T4l
lread item. T2,Dl
lwri te i tem, T2,D, 15,251

a) The following figure shows the log corresponding to a particular

schedule at the point of a system crash for four transactions Tl , T2, T3,

ancl T4. Suppose that we Llse the immediate update protocol rvith

checkpointing. Descrihe the recovery process frnm the system crash-

Speciff which transactiotts are rolled back, which operations in the log are

redone and which (if any) are undonc, and whether any cascading rollback

takes placc.

system crash )



b) Determine whether each of the following

transactions satisfies Basic, Conservative,

Strict, or Rigorous Two-Phase Locking

(justifl your answer). 
I

T I I T 2
read_lock (X); I read_lock (X); I readread_lock (X); I read_lock (X); I read_lock (Y);
write_lock (Y); I read_item (X); I read item (Y);write_lock (Y); I read_item (X); I read_item ()
read_item (X); I write_lock (Y); I unlock (Y);read_item (X); I write_lock (Y); I unlock (Y);
unlock (X); I unlock (X); I write_lock (X);
'l.l-ii.' ivl; | '."J-ii,,'" ivl' I reao item 1xy;

write_item (Y); I write_item (Y); I write item (X);
untoct< (Y); |  .o.r i t :  I  unto& 1X;:
commit; I unlock (Y); I commit;

Ouestion 4: (11 point)
Consider a transaction T with TS(T):10 and an item X with read_TS(X) :11 and write_TS(X)=19. 11

transaction T issues a write_item(X) and a read_item(X) operations. Describe the execution of these

operations according to the Basic Timestamp Ordering Algorithm.

Question 5: (11 points)

Consider schedules S 1 and 52 below:

Sl :  r l (X) ; r l (Z) ;  w1(X) ; r3(Z) ;  13(Y) ;  w3(Z) ; r2(X) ;  r2(Y) ;  w2(Y) ;  C2;  w3(Y) ;  Cl ;C3;

52: r l(X); r3(Z); r l(Z); W1(X); r3(Y);C1;r2(X); W3(Z); W3(Y); C3;r2(Y); W2(Y);C2;

a) Determine whether they are view equivalence or not (justiS your answer)

b) Determine whether each schedule is strict, cascadeless, recoverable, or nonrecoverabie (ustiS your

answer).

c) Draw the serializability (precedence) graphs for S I and state whether the schedule is serializable or

not. If a schedule is serializable, r.vrite down the equivalent serial schedule(s).

Ouestion 6: (22 noints)

a) There are many rules for transforming relational algebra operations into equivalent ones. State these

rules.

b) Discuss the factors that influence physical database design.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


